
Christmas Fur Minis
Instructions No. 2426
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 30 Minutes

Small but mighty - In our instructions, we show you how you can easily make Christmas figures. With a faux fur ball and
scatter pieces, you can create cute reindeer and snowmen. Try it out right away!

This is how the cute figures are made:
For a standing reindeer:

First drill holes in the bark stand with a drill. Fix the metal stand in the holes
with hot glue.

Use the awl to poke two holes in the fake fur ball, apply hot glue and press
the ball onto the metal stand.

For a moose, we cut a piece of cord and attached a clamp to it. Now glue the
cord to the back of the scatter piece.

Then use hot glue to stick the reindeer head, buttons, bells, pompoms or
other other accessories to the faux fur ball.

Add accents to the bark stand with the Deco Snow Liner.



Snowman:

First, decorate the tree slice with decorative snow.

Use hot glue to stick a snowman's head scatter onto the fake fur ball, as well as small wooden beads as buttons. When dry, glue the snowman onto the tree
disc. Place a fir tree next to it.

Reindeer pendant:

First cut ribbons of different lengths from the cord. These will later represent the arms and legs.

Attach a clamp to each end of the cord and glue the ribbons to the VBS faux fur ball with hot glue.

Also glue the head and the clamps with hot glue.

Article number Article name Qty
13417 Bosch hot glue stick GlueyEvergreen 1
15531 VBS Decoration pendant reindeer head "Stanley" 1
12047 Pompoms, White 1
579889 VBS Wooden beads with natural grain, 100 g 1
616737 VBS Tree discs "Round" 1
15506 VBS Miniature fir "Abies", 3 pieces 1
15512 VBS scatter decoration head "Hudson" 1
774055 VBS Decorative Snow Liner 1
671637 Awl 1
622028 Jingles "Gold", 110 pieces, assorted 1
15531 VBS Decoration pendant reindeer head "Stanley" 1
15502 VBS artificial fur ball "Oval big", 2 piecesWhite 1
15501 VBS artificial fur ball "Oval big", 2 piecesGrey 1
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